Could this be the future of office lighting?
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Simple yet functional.
We have recently undertaken a new installation of tuneable white LED panels
in our office. Along with a selection of other LED luminaires as supplied by our
partners ILLUXTRON and ORLUNA Lighting.
"On installing the tuneable white I have to say that I was very open minded and
slightly dubious as to the value of having such an installation. However after a
week of working under the installation, the feedback has been very
positive from all" - Steve Sutcliffe
The HELVAR 'select the weather' really is very effective. The control allows us
to use a different approach of colour white at differing times of the day and
allows dimming if necessary. Whilst the option of the automatic 'change' of
outside weather really is quite different, and whist some might see it as quirky.
The applications are endless for people working typically in 24 hour call centres
and the like, to be apply to change their environment at the flick of a switch.
Click the link below to find out more;
'Select the Weather'

Select the Weather (StW) is a simple Human Centric
Lighting solution with value added functionality. With this
solution it is possible to simulate different scenes of the
natural outdoor lighting environment by changing the
colour temperature and intensity of the lighting. The
solution is easy and quick to install without any
configuration needed on site.

Whilst at 4D we do not offer a showroom with individual fittings, we have
always maintained that it is better to offer a complete installation of lighting to
show its true value and potential benefits. We have achieved this and really do

feel that for something so new, this LED solution is well worth a view.
All done at a very affordable cost, making this a really exciting and viable
option. As we know that there are single colour LED panels out on the market
more expensive than these.
For anyone that would like to pay a visit to our Clevedon office to see this new
system in action you are more than welcome, just drop in and you can be
guaranteed a warm welcome...
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